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legend of formula 1 eddie Jordan has enJoyed a long 
association with british boatbuilder sunseeker, with his 
latest yacht, the 46-metre blush, offering outstanding 

refinement, economy and comfort. he shows Frances 
and Michael howorth around his pride and Joy.

AT FiRsT 
bLush
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fun in the sun
Clockwise from left: 
The upper deck 
features a huge 
skylounge, which 
can be dedicated to 
private entertaining; 
A Jacuzzi on 
the sundeck is 
surrounded by 
sunpads, and the 
silver bar; The 
interior design palette 
highlights grey, blue, 
green and an overall 
chic, aqua feel: The 
fetching beach club 
is Eddie Jordan’s 
favourite spot on 
Blush.

as a former Formula 1 team owner and now a 
TV motorsport commentator, Eddie Jordan is 
a fan of lightweight, well-built boats that are 

strong and able to take the brunt of incredible stresses 
and strains. He is an experienced boat owner with an 
unusually business-like attitude to owning boats.

“Owners of boats need to make them available to the 
market when people want to charter,” he says, “not just 
on those occasions when the boat is not required for 
owner use. I am busy with my Formula 1 work during 
the busiest times of the year for a charter yacht, so I 
get to make a lot of money from the boat when I am not 
using it. It works well and allows me to enjoy my boat all 
the more.”

He is no stranger to the Sunseeker brand, and this is 
his eighth boat to bear the maker’s logo. His first yacht 
was a Mohawk, which he bought as a ski boat. That 
early nine-metre was sold to make way for a series of 
boats from the same builder that began with a 12-metre 
and progressed to today’s 155, through stages that 
included 40, 64, 80 and 105. He was the first to buy 
into the Sunseeker 37, considered by the company to 
have been their first ever real superyacht. That yacht 
saw the end of the dynasty of boats owned by Jordan 
to be called The Snapper. When he sold it, the new 
owner insisted on keeping both the name and Eddie’s 
long-term captain. Forced to find a new captain and 
an alternative name, he chose Blush, a name that links 
rather nicely with Lush, the 27-metre Oyster 885 sailing 
yacht he also owns and recently sailed around the world 
over a 15-month period.

For the building of his latest yacht, 
the British production yachtbuilder has 
taken the concept of series building with 
personal customisation one step further 
by using Australian modular composite 
build methodology. Three-hundred pieces 
of structure are first created using a 
direct tooling method by MouldCAM in 
Queensland, whose facility at Newstead is 
close by the Brisbane River, and are then 
shipped to the UK for assembly. Sixty-four 
of these pieces make up the yacht’s hull. 

Behind this perhaps bizarre concept 
lies the ethos of total flexibility, therefore 
owners can use the building blocks in 
different ways so as to ensure no two 
yachts need ever be the same. 

Stefan Whitmarsh, managing director of 
Alpha Maritime Consultancy Ltd, oversaw 
the construction and build process as 
project manager for the owner and said, 
“In today’s marine environment it makes 
commercial sense to have multi-usage 
tooling like this. The yard has designed 
and built a first-class product that is fitting 
for any large yacht operation, from private 
to charter and global operations. It allows 
the yard from concept to delivery to match 
the client’s wishes and allow a level of 
bespoke and individuality that we see as 
the future of semi-custom yachts.”

blush104
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Sunseeker remains proud of its British heritage, even 
if foreign interests now own it. The brand is one of the 
world’s leading boating icons and it is clearly this that 
attracted the Chinese, who purchased the company in 
2013 and are now investing heavily into it. The company 
now offers a range of boats that starts at 40 metres and 
progresses slowly upwards in differing styles marketed 
as Yachts, Sports Yachts, Predators, Manhattans, San 
Remos and Portofinos. The marketing thinking behind 
such a strategy is that there is a boat for all geographical 
area uses, pockets and tastes in the hope that once 
snagged by the sales team, the customer seeking to 
upgrade need never stray from the brand.

It is the contemporary interior and exterior design that 
makes Blush stand out from the crowd. Hull number 
one has a completely painted exterior, featuring an ice-
blue hull. Blush boasts sleeping accommodation for up 
to 10 guests spread across two decks in both style and 
luxury, with the three largest cabins all on the main deck 
with two more on the lower deck. Forward on that deck, 
more utilitarian crew quarters can accommodate up to 
10, with a separate captain’s cabin. 

Her interior by Sallyanne Holmes of Holmes Interiors 
features an exclusive design palette, which highlights 
grey, blue, green and an overall chic, aqua, feel. Jordan, 
her longstanding client, chose her as interior designer 
after she produced mood boards back in 2012. She 
said, “I felt that the vibe should be glamorous, elegant, 
with a joie de vivre paying slight homage to the Art Deco 
period. This inspired me to use recessed lighting, curved 

lines, shimmering glass, metallic finishes 
and sumptuous contemporary fabrics.” 

The hull of Blush is a striking sky blue, 
while shades of blue, silver, bronze and 
light taupes predominate through the 
interior. Holmes selected Visage Glass 
to produce some stunning side-lit glass 
panels for the main saloon, upper deck 
saloon and staircase. When the light hits 
the panels they sparkle and are quite 
stunning. The formal dining area with 
its side patio doors and balconies offers 
an uninterrupted view of the sea whilst 
dining, and a fully equipped commercial 
galley is located below on the lower deck 
between the crew accommodation and 
guest suites.

The main deck and upper deck saloons 
have furniture that can be moved around if 
desired to allow dining on the upper deck. 
The main deck saloon features drop-down 
side balconies that can be deployed once 
the yacht is at anchor. When unfolded, 
the amount of space available for relaxing 
is quite incredible and matches that of a 
yacht of over 60 metres.

Despite the sceptics who incredulously 
ask, “wallpaper on a yacht?” Holmes 
introduced some amazing wall coverings 
into the main deck lobby, cabins and 

www.mandurahboatshow.com.au
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day heads to add some glamour and 
movement to the areas. The sparkling 
paper in the lobby brightens the area, and 
day heads have become jewel-like with 
wallpaper and metallic-finished vanity 
units and crystal glass basins. 

While the spacious and stylish private 
accommodation is clearly one of the 
interior’s most appealing features, it is 
the expanse of entertainment space that 
makes it truly stand out. The upper deck 
alone features a huge skylounge, which 
can be dedicated to private entertainment.

The master stateroom has a soft gold-
leaf lobby and bronze-finished bedside 
chests with inset Leather Luster panels. 
The terrace is an outside balcony that can 
be transformed into a quiet area inside 
for relaxation with plush rugs, comfy 
curved swivel chairs and a wrap in soft 
shimmering gold on the walls. 

Two VIP cabins are also located on 
the main deck and both feature ceiling-
to-floor glass windows, a compromise 
reached when it was decided to abandon 
plans to install drop-down balconies, 
creating a dramatic feeling of light and 
space, as well as some particularly 
spectacular views. 

CRuise in COMfORt
Above: Blush 
boasts luxurious 
accommodation for 
up to 10 guests, 
including two VIP 
cabins such as 
this. Below: A fully 
equipped commercial 
galley is set between 
the crew quarters and 
guest suites. Opposite 
page: A tri-deck 
superyacht, Blush 
is made available 
for charter by Eddie 
Jordan when he is 
busy with Formula 1.

Below decks, each of the two guest 
cabins has personality, yet the colours 
flow seamlessly and these elements 
seem to link them. Dressing tables are 
beautifully made in-house by the shipyard 
in varying shades of Leather Luster from 
Whistler, with bands of textured white gold 
as the legs. Bed linen has been specially 
designed for each cabin, pulling out 
details unique to that particular cabin. 

exteRiOR 
While the exterior styling is by Sunseeker, 
the design and feel of how the exterior 
spaces are used is again down to 
Sallyanne Holmes. Here she has 
continued her vibe with an outside-inside 
seating unit on the main deck for relaxing, 
upholstered in pale taupe with cushions in 
duck egg, ivory and taupe, using fabrics 
from a variety of suppliers. The banquet 
seating around the two generous dining 
tables on the upper deck is upholstered 
in taupe with trademark Sunseeker 
sunpads nestling behind in a duck egg 
circle fabric. On the sundeck the Jacuzzi 
is surrounded by sunpads and the silver 
bar has another custom-made glass panel 
for the bar top. 
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MODEL Blush

BUILDER Sunseeker

YEAR OF BUILD 2014

COUNTRY OF BUILD Great Britain

DESIGNER  Sunseeker

NAVAL ARCHITECT  Sunseeker

INTERIOR DESIGNER  Sallyanne Holmes 

 of Holmes Interiors

OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER   

 Stefan Whitmarsh of AMC

LENGTH OVERALL 47.25 metres

WATERLINE LENGTH 14 metres

BEAM  34 metres

DRAFT  66 metres

DISPLACEMENT 295,000 kilograms

HULL CONSTRUCTION GRP

SUPERSTRUCTURE GRP

ENGINE MTU 12V 4000 M73L (2 x 2940PS)

OUTPUT 2 x 2897 BHP  

PROPELLERS Twin fixed pitch

DRIVE TRAIN Open Geislinger coupling

STABILISATION SYSTEMS Quantum QC 1800

GEAR BOX ZF

SPEED MAX 20 knots

FUEL CAPACITY 60,000 litres

OVERLOAD TANK CAPACITY 5,150 litres 

RANGE 4000 nautical miles @ 10 knots 

FRESHWATER CAPACITY 13,765 litres

BLACKWATER CAPACITY 2,000 litres

GREYWATER CAPACITY 5,000 litres

GENERATORS 2 x MTU 

GEN-SET SIZE 155kW 

BOW THRUSTE 1 x Sleipner 

STERN THRUSTER 1 x Sleipner 

NAVIGATION ELECTRONICS Furuno

DEPTH SOUNDER Furuno FE700 Echo Sounder

RADIOS Sailor 6222 VHF DSC 

COMMUNICATIONS Inmarsat C

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS  

 Sat TV Audio system all areas 

GALLEY APPLIANCES Giorik / Tecnox Ovens,  

 Baron grills and Cookplates   

OWNER & GUEST BERTHS 10 in 5 staterooms

CREW ACCOMMODATION 11 in 6 cabins

MAX PEOPLE ON BOARD 21

PAINT Awlgrip

TENDERS 6.5-metre high-performance tender, 

 MOB rescue rib, 2 x Jet Skis

CLASSIFICATION RINA Commercial 

COMPLIANCY MCA LY3 

Jordan, like so many owners before him, is switching 
his focus much closer to the water and he admits the 
beach club is potentially his favourite onboard area. 
Whereas perhaps a decade ago the sundeck was where 
it all happened, today’s boat boasts a beach club on the 
back end. 

“It is so much safer to board a yacht here,” Jordan 
tells us. “It’s a great place to dive into the water from 
and just take a look at that gym! I can do my morning 
workout and then dive straight into the sea. 

“Believe it or not, the beach club is also what I 
consider to be a money-saving option.” 

Intrigued, we ask him to expand on this. “Well think 
about it,” he answers, “You get out of bed, pull on your 
bathrobe, amble down a deck and into the gym and 
then after working up a sweat, plunge into the sea. Who 
would not want to save money by staying at anchor 
rather than paying big bucks to back up onto the dock 
of a marina.”

PeRfORManCe
The yacht has been designed with a round bilge and 
semi-displacement hull optimised for speeds up to 28 
knots. Blush, with her V12 engines, tops out at around 
20 knots but with the bigger V16 option, the second 
boat to be launched is expected to run at 24 knots. With 
the smaller engine configuration she is able to boast a 
transatlantic range. She can do so by performing well as 
a displacement yacht at 10 knots, which gives a range of 
4000 nautical miles, while consuming a rather frugal 50 
litres per hour. 

At sea there is little in the way of slamming, even in 
two-metre high seas, and the ride is really rather quiet. 
Underway, very little water breaks over her bow as the 
knuckle seems to send it flying away. Quantum stabilisers 
adjacent to the crew cabins do their job well and do not 
impinge on guest comfort, even though the same cannot 
be said for the crew spaces.

Biggest, But nOt fOR lOng
Still small by world superyacht standards but nevertheless 
the largest ever launched by Sunseeker, the 46-metre 
Blush was christened by her owner just days before he 
took delivery and set off for the summer cruising season.

Blush is one of a kind, a new breed of Sunseeker 
superyacht, glamorous and glistening but also with a 
sense of fun. Sunseeker founder and managing director 
Robert Braithwaite said at her launch, “Blush is a very 
special yacht, she is not just an up-scaled version 
of something we have built before. Instead, we have 
created a truly iconic all-new British yacht. From drawing 
board through to build and testing, all taking place in 
Poole, she is our biggest, our best and she is British 
through and through.”

Little more than two months after her delivery, the 
builder announced its intention to build a 51-metre 
Sunseeker 168 Sport Yacht – the brand’s largest ever, 
that will have an interior volume matching that of a tri-
deck yacht, but will feature the aggressive exterior styling 
of the company’s Sport Yacht range.

Engine options will provide economical displacement 
cruising of more than 6,400 kilometres together with the 
option of hitting 25 knots. Delivery of the as-yet-unsold 
yacht can be expected during 2017. 
www.sunseeker.com

www.sunseeker.com.au


